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This lecture explores the nature and range of education policy and asks ‘who
are the key policymakers and planners of changes in practice’? It examines
technical and political economy approaches to education policy and its
translation into practice. Technical approaches are very important for
planning and involve situation analysis, the generation of policy options,
decision-making, the planning of policy implementation, the assessment of
policy impact and policy adjustments. Key to a political economy approach
is the analysis of (i) underlying drivers and (ii) the interests of a wide range
of actors, in particular contexts. Changed practices implied by policy reform
can both motivate and de-motivate changes in behaviour. Actors can
respond to incentives in ways that promote policy reform. But actors may
also perceive reforms as threats to their interests. These perceived threats
encourage actors to resist reform.
During the discussion that follows the lecture there will be an opportunity
for you to explore the implications of both the technical and political
economy approaches for your own professional work, as well as for the
work of governments and development partners.
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The Global Education Monitoring Report (GEMR 2018) estimates over 250
million children fail to complete nine years of education successfully. The
World Bank World Education Report (WDR 2018) stresses the existence of a
“Learning Crisis” that excludes most from the benefits of an education that
enhances capabilities for development. The Sustainable Development Goals
commit all countries to make rights to education realities for all school age
children by 2030. The SDGs follow on from similar unfulfilled commitments
by the international community made in 1990 at Jomtien and in Dakar in
2000.

Over the last three decades well over half a trillion dollars has been disbursed
as aid to education through bilateral and multilateral agencies. National
investments have partnered with external assistance to help some countries
transform their education systems. In other countries progress has been
disappointing raising the question as to whether more aid of the same kind
will make a difference in future. New global campaigns seek to massively
elevate levels of aid to education and quadruple its volume and transform
education systems that have so far proved resistant to change.

Aid to education should accelerate progress towards high enrolment and
enhanced learning outcomes. But it is also possible that aid can trap countries
in a recurrent cycle of external financing and dependence. About 30 countries
have received as much as half their national budgets in external assistance for
over 30 years. Dependency theory can help explore why some aid is not
working and address a paradox. If aid is working and it is effective in
catalysing endogenous development then the need for aid should reduce over
time. If there is a persistent need for more and more aid this signals the
limited impact of previous aid. The worrying thought is that without new and
more strategically focussed approaches more aid to education may not lead
to sustainable educational development, but to more dependence and
exogenously led development.
This presentation uses data from large scale data sets complemented with
insights arising from participant observation in the development of multilateral strategies for aid. Key questions for remapping global aid to education
and addressing South-North dependence are:

•

What are recent patterns educational development in countries that
receive aid to education and is more needed?
• How has aid to education been changing as a result of commitments to
the Sustainable Development Goals and incomes?
• What are the alternative strategies for development that can result in
more effective and efficient aid and lead to a reduction in the need for
more aid to reach the SDGs?
The next decade will determine whether aid to education increases
dramatically and whether this generates a new period of dependence on
external financing, or whether “Peak Aid” occurs as more and more countries
become fiscal States able to manage their own education systems and
generate endogenous development that is sustainable.
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